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Recreate this clever 1950’s paper sculpture from 

the original theatrical release of Disney’s  

LADY AND THE TRAMP.

On                    Combo Pack February 7th
For A Limited Time 

PAPER LADY

Print the following pages on card stock or photo paper.  
Have an adult help you carefully cut out all the shapes 
along the dotted lines. Follow the steps below. Refer to 
diagram (bottom left). 
Head: 
1) Roll paper shape horizontally into a cone, matching 
the top right corner to the overlap point on the top left. 
Attach with tape or staples. 
Ears: 
2) Fold the ear shapes down along the line at the top. Set 
aside. 
Muzzle and nose: 
3) Bend the muzzle piece into a u-shape, then tape down 
the tabs of the front shape to secure. 
4) Bend the nose bridge piece into a u-shape and attach 
the top portion of the nose with glue stick. 
5) Attach the nose bridge piece on top of the muzzle 
piece with glue stick or tape
Eyes: 
6) Glue each of the two sets of eyes together and curl the 
fringe cuts on top of eye patches with your finger or a 
pencil. Set aside. 

Collar and tags: 
7) Attach the two blue strips with tape to make one long 
collar. Fold the thin gold strip along the lines and loop 
through the square tag. Attach the tag to the collar and 
secure from behind with tape. 

Put it all together: Use the picture as a guide
Recommended order of assembly: Fit collar around cone 
and attach into position from behind with tape. Attach 
muzzle/nose piece into position with tape along the back 
of the jaw. Set eye pieces into position by slipping them 
down behind the attached muzzle and affix with glue 
stick. Hang ears on the both sides of the head and secure 
with tape to the inside of the cone. 

Display your Paper Lady 
for everyone to enjoy!

Directions

PRINT » CUT OUT » BUILD

Adult Supervision Required
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